Writing a Literary Analysis Paper

The Purpose of a Literary Analysis:

A literary analysis is not merely a summary of a literary work. Instead, it is an argument about the work that expresses a writer’s personal perspective, interpretation, judgment, or critical evaluation of the work. This is accomplished by examining the literary devices, word choices, or writing structures the author uses within the work. The purpose of a literary analysis is to demonstrate why the author used specific ideas, word choices, or writing structures to convey his or her message.

How to Create a Literary Analysis:

1. **Read the text closely several times.** Focus on the ideas that are being presented. Think about the characters’ development and the author’s writing technique. What might be considered interesting, unusual, or important?

2. **Brainstorm a list of potential topics.** Highlight important passages in the text and take notes on these passages. Later, when writing the paper, these notes should help a writer to remember which aspects of the story caught his/her attention. The topic chosen should always be based on a writer’s interpretation of the author’s message. Here are some things a writer may want to consider when brainstorming for a literary analysis.

   ❖ **Character:** What observations might a writer make about the characters? Are there discrepancies in what they think, say, or do? Are the observations a writer makes different from what other characters say? How does the author describe the characters? Are the characters “dynamic” (a dynamic character is a character that undergoes important changes throughout the work)? Are the characters “static” characters (a static character is a character that stays the same throughout the work)? Are the characters “flat” characters (a flat character is a character that does not have vivid character traits) or “round” characters (a round character is a character that has vivid character traits)? Are the characters symbolic or representative of some universal quality? Is it possible that two characters in the text might be compared or contrasted?

   ❖ **Setting:** Is there a relationship between the work’s setting and its mood? Does the setting reflect the work’s theme? How does the setting impact the characters? Does a change in the setting affect the mood, characters, or conflict?

   ❖ **Plot:** How might the beginning of the work be interpreted? How does the plot build suspense? Does the author use techniques such as foreshadowing or flashback? Are there patterns of cause-effect relationships? Do events occur in a logical order? Examine the events that lead to the climax and determine how the work ends?
Theme: What is the major idea or theme of the work? How does the author relay this theme? Is there a greater meaning to the details given? How do the characters’ moods affect the theme? What allusions are made throughout the work? Are there repeating patterns or symbols? What does the title say about the theme?

Dialogue: What is the purpose of the dialogue? Is the dialogue appropriate in terms of word choice or sentence length? How does the dialogue impact the characterization? How does the author use the dialogue to show the mood of the characters? How does this aid the author’s message? How does the dialogue impact the plot?

Imagery: In what way might a specific image or series of images be analyzed? How might the development of images throughout the work be explained? Are the images important to the meaning of the work? How are images interrelated with other literary elements?

Figures of speech: How are figures of speech such as similes, metaphors, and hyperboles used throughout the text? How are these figures of speech important in relation to the meaning of the text? Are figures of speech interrelated between other literary elements?

Tone: How might the attitude of the author or the tone of the work be described? Is the tone serious, playful, casual, formal, or somber? How does the author achieve this tone? How does the tone impact the author’s message? Does the author say one thing but mean another? Does the author take the subject seriously or treat it lightly?

Rhyme/Rhythm: Do the author’s words, sentences, or paragraphs seem to share a similar rhyme pattern? What type of rhythm does the author seem to be creating? How is this rhyme/rhythm impacting the author’s message? Does the author use the different rhymes/rhythms as a sound device for the literary work? How does the author do this?

Point of View: What point of view do the characters display? First, second, or third? How does this point of view affect the theme, plot, or conflict of the work? How might the author’s point of view impact a writer’s analysis? Might the character’s first person point of view draw a writer to feel as though he/she is hearing a personal account and cause him/her to feel an intimate connection with the character? Might the author’s third person account cause a writer to feel as if the author is acting as the narrator of the story? Or might it cause a writer to believe that the narrator is an omniscient being who is distant but knows the character’s thoughts and feelings?

3. Think about what the author is trying to say. Why is this important? When viewing this work as a piece of art, what might a writer’s response be? What might a writer’s reactions be to the ideas presented in the work? Are these ideas truthful or relevant to today and how? If a writer were asked what they thought of this work how might they respond? What points might a writer make?”

4. Select a topic that has sufficient supporting evidence. A writer should make sure to include specific details to support the topic. Use highlighted sections of the book as evidence to support the topic that has been chosen.
5. **Write a working thesis.** The analysis will need a strong thesis that states a writer’s perspective but also allows it to be debated. The thesis should state a writer’s opinion, but it should also allow readers to arrive at their own conclusions.

- Example of a **debatable thesis:**

  *Pride and Prejudice* is about Elizabeth Bennet’s effort to overcome her own proud behavior and discrimination towards Mr. Darcy, as well as how her family is affected by the haughtiness and preconceptions of the society around them.

  *(This is a debatable thesis because it asks the reader, “Does Elizabeth actually exhibit haughtiness and preconceptions? Is this why she doesn’t get along with Mr. Darcy? How is Elizabeth’s family affected by the haughtiness and preconceptions of the society around them?”)*

- Avoid a **non-debatable thesis:**

  *Pride and Prejudice* is about five sisters and their journey to find love.

  *(This thesis is non-debatable because it is undisputable. The paper is framed as a summary rather than as a literary analysis.)*

6. **Make an extended list of evidence.** Find more evidence from the text to support the working thesis. Then select the evidence that will be used in the paper.

7. **Refine the thesis.** Make sure the thesis fits with the evidence that has been presented.

8. **Organize the evidence.** Match the evidence to the order of the thesis. Delete any of the original textual supports that may no longer follow the thesis, and gather new evidence if needed.

9. **Interpret the evidence.** When writing a literary analysis, it is very important for writers to make sure they express their own personal interpretation of the work. Be careful that the literary analysis is not a summary.

10. **Create a rough draft.** When writing a rough draft, there are several methods that may aid a writer in creating a strong final draft. Here are a few methods:

    - **Outline:** An outline will help a writer to organize his/her thoughts and ideas. It will remind a writer of the order of the thesis, as well as the supporting points he/she would like each topic sentence to have.
    
    - **Free-write:** A short, ten minute free-write will help to get all of a writer’s thoughts on paper. It will allow a writer to focus on the content, rather than the punctuation and spelling. Once the free-write is complete, a writer can read through it and circle the points that are strong, as well as omit the ones that are not.
泡沫图：泡沫图将允许作者绘制连接从一个想法到下一个。它将给作者一个视觉上的方向感，文学分析，以及帮助作者看到主题之间的连接。这可以帮助作者更流畅地从一个主题过渡到另一个主题。

11. 修订分析。完成初稿后，修订分析时，请考虑以下问题：
   - 该段落是否在第一段中清楚地陈述了？
   - 句子结构是否多样化？
   - 分析结构是否突出了主要思想？
   - 第三人称视角是否在整个文章中使用？
   - 现在时是否用于讨论作品，过去时用于描述作者的背景？
   - 引用标记是否已用于直接引语？
   - 源引用是否已根据MLA风格正确引用？
   - 未支持论文主题的额外信息已被删除？
   - 句子和段落之间是否有清晰的过渡？

12. 校对。一旦论文的内容得到充分发展，就应该校对语法、标点和拼写。通常很有帮助的是慢慢清晰地大声朗读。如果可能，另一个人应该听并跟着阅读。论文应该打印并校对几次，直到创建出准确的最终版本。注意常见语法错误，如残句、逗号拼贴或并列句。记住咨询风格手册的语法或索引问题，如果需要进一步的帮助，小组研讨会和个别预约都免费通过学术卓越中心提供。